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In my final session for this wonderful conference, I've been asked to select some 

specific points from the very many conclusions, and attempt to summarise some of 

our main findings. Not an easy task, when we have covered so much ground and 

worked so hard over the previous two days. 

I would first like to add my own thanks to everyone who has contributed to the event. 

Particularly to VLM, for organising such an exciting and interesting occasion, and to 

all the individual facilitators and speakers in the lectures and workshops. There has 

been a real energy - a real `buzz` around the conference throughout. I think we have 

also made some long lasting friends and partnerships as we take this work forward. 

The main question for the conference was `does green work`? And my answer?  

Of course green works!  

In our lectures and our workshops and our site visits yesterday, we have seen 

excellent examples of just how green works. Good research - and good evidence - 

that high quality green infrastructure brings a whole range of economic, social and 

health benefits for communities and individuals. These can include flood regulation 

and sustainable food production, inward investment by businesses attracted by a 

high quality environment, economic benefits from tourism and leisure, better housing 

and happier and healthier citizens, sustainable transport systems, and both adaption 

to and mitigation against climate change. 

We have also seen interesting and valuable techniques for putting a monetary value 

on these public benefits. So that we not only know about the public services which 

the natural environment can deliver, we know how much those services are worth. 

These techniques rely on good data and good research - and we are getting better at 

sharing that data. We must also share agreed methodologies across regions - so 

that we can rely on robust methods for accounting for this added value. 

This is the good news. 

But there was also some not so good news. 

I have also heard over these two days that many of us are increasingly concerned 

that many of our economies are likely to face declining public sector investment in 

the natural environment - particularly as people prioritise economic growth. So how 

can we ensure that people continue to support investment in our natural capital - in 

order to ensure that the environmental deficits which might develop otherwise are 

not even greater than our economic deficits? How can we ensure that we continue to 

invest in our natural life support system? 



There were many important conclusions discussed in our final plenary session by 

our panel of experts. But I think I will focus on just four particular targets or action 

points for us to take away from this conference. 

Firstly, where public funding is limited, we must ensure that public money pays for 

public goods. For example, where farmers are making space for water, helping with 

flood regulation, they should be paid for this - alongside sustainable food production 

and biodiversity. So we need to accurately quantify the ecosystem services which 

green infrastructure can provide. And we need to ensure adequate support systems 

to invest in these services - at a European level.  

But we must also ensure that we avoid unintended consequences - where public 

investment might fund things which have negative environmental impacts elsewhere. 

We must also ensure that where money has been invested - maybe in costly capital 

projects - we continue to protect that investment through proper maintenance and 

management - place keeping as well as place making. 

 

 

 


